Abstract-This paper describes our work in computer vision to track food materials in the food preparation process. Tracking such food materials is difficult, because they are often hidden when moved by hand. Furthermore, their appearance may change in hand when they are cut or peeled. For tracking these objects in such situations, we propose a novel method that matches an object on a cooking table to one grasped in the past. We use the following three criteria to match the objects even when they are cut or peeled: the similarity in their appearance, the validity of their change in appearance, and the grasped order. We experimentally evaluated our method by applying it to the scenes of cutting and peeling food materials. As a result, we achieved an accuracy of 83.6% in matching the objects.
I. INTRODUCTION Tracking a moving object across a sequence of images is an important task in computer vision. The tracking task is achieved by identifying a moving object appearing in the different frames. There are numerous tracking methods for various situations [1] . In this paper, we track food materials during their preparation process.
Food preparation is one of the most important tasks of our daily life. Preparation methods depend on a recipe, which differ from day to day. To support food preparation, several systems have been developed [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] . Some of these systems attempt to automatically gauge the progress of the work [7] , [8] . In such systems, tracking provides information for determining the progress. For example, we can assume that a food material will be cut soon after the material is placed onto a cutting board. Changes in its appearance can be a sign that the cutting operation is complete.
Unfortunately, the aforementioned systems track objects under the assumption that a chef always handles objects one by one at a time. Since at most one object is held at a time, tracking is easily accomplished by matching a released object to the one grasped most recently. This assumption does not fit to a usual preparation scene because a chef often handles two or more objects at a time. Therefore, we aim to develop a tracking method without such restrictions on the chef.
Most tracking methods are based on the spatio-temporal continuity of the observed objects and similarities in their appearance [1] ; however, such tracking methods are not applicable to tracking food materials primarily due to the following two key problems. First, typical food materials are smaller than the chef's hands. Such materials are completely occluded by the hand when they are handled or moved. This disturbs spatio-temporal continuity. Second, the materials may change their appearance when cut or peeled. When such cutting operations alter the appearance of a material, we cannot identify it by the similarity in its appearance.
To overcome these problems, we introduce a solution based on the grasped order of food materials instead of spatiotemporal continuity. Furthermore, we use the validity of appearance change in addition to the known appearance similarity approaches.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we clarify the problems encountered when tracking food materials in their preparation process. Section III describes our proposed method and its implementation. In Section IV, our experimental results are presented. Related studies are described in Section V, followed by the conclusion in Section VI.
II. TRACKING PROBLEM OF FOODS MATERIALS
In this section, we first describe the problems encountered when tracking food materials in the food preparation process. Next, we define the scope of our solution and introduce our observational environment.
A. Food Materials as a Tracking Target
Food materials normally change their location only when touched by a chef. A "touch" starts with the chef grasping the object and ends with the chef releasing it. We cannot always observe a food material during a touch because it is often smaller than the hand or is cut into pieces smaller than the hand. In such cases, the tracking problem is reduced to a problem of matching a released object to an object grasped in the past.
In general, similarity in appearance is used as a criterion for matching; however, a cutting operation may change the appearance of a food material, which eliminates our ability to use a simple similarity measure. Furthermore, a material may be cut into one or more new shapes, indicating that shape can be unreliable as a means to identify the material. Ignoring shape, color is the next dominant information with regards to the appearance of a material; however, cutting operations may change the color when materials have different colors within their outer shells (e.g., a black eggplant has a white inside when sliced). For counting how many food materials have such differing colors, we collected 1312 Japanese recipes from the Web. A total of 5378 materials appear in the recipes, and through manual grouping, we determined that 1898 materials (35.3%) have different colors in their inside and outside. These data indicate that food materials often change their appearance during the food preparation process.
Finally, the cutting operation divides a material into several smaller pieces, implying that the match is no longer oneto-one, but now one-to-many. This increases the complexity of the matching problem.
B. Observational Environment
To determine an optimal observational environment, we evaluated the following two camera settings: (1)mounting cameras on the ceiling and (2)mounting cameras on the side walls. Both approaches result in occlusions by the hand during the "touch" and by the forearms or other parts of the human body. The first type of occlusion is unavoidable when we attempt to observe a small object in the hand. The second type is also difficult to avoid because we are not able to predict where the chef will stretch his arm or lean over the food preparation area with his body. However such occlusions are just temporal. A third type of occlusion is caused by bowls and other deep containers blocking the view of a camera on a side wall. This is not a problem with a camera mounted on the ceiling; hence to avoid this third type of occlusion, we opt to mount our cameras on the ceiling, as shown in Fig. 1 .
In our given environment, three optical cameras observe the three different preparation areas. For ease of explanation, we focus on the center camera that observes the tabletop area, but please note that our method is easily expanded to the three observed areas.
III. MATCHING FOOD MATERIALS BEFORE AND AFTER A

TOUCH
In this section, we introduce our proposed method and describe its implementation. Fig.2 shows an overview of Figure 2 . Oberview of our proposed tracking system our proposed tracking system. The observed images are sent to an "object detection module," in which objects are automatically detected via image processing explained in III-B. Next the detected objects are sent to a "matching module," which matches the released objects to an object grasped in the past. Each of these modules is described in the subsections that follow.
A. Matching Module
Our proposed method is based on two assumptions. The first assumption is that a released object tend to be matched with the objects grasped latter. This eases the restriction assumed in the previous works [7] , [8] , and is intuitively reasonable because a chef will typically not hold several food materials at once. The second assumption is that our tracking system has knowledge of the materials that will be used. This is also intuitively reasonable because a chef often plans what ingredients he or she will use.
From our first assumption, we introduce the first criterion for matching objects. Consider a set of the grasped objects, arranged in descending order according to the time for which each object was grasped. The top element of the set is the one grasped most recently. We call this ordering the "grasped order." A released object tends to match the top element on the basis of the first assumption above. Thus, the simplest strategy is to automatically match a released object to the top element of the set of grasped objects. However, this strategy fails in the following two scenarios: (1) a chef grasps two or more objects at once or (2) a chef occludes an object (as described above in II-B), grasps one or more other objects, then grasps the occluded object. In the first scenario, the chef grasps and holds multiple objects continuously, then releases them one by one, although not necessarily in the reverse order of grasping. Since the released objects are matched to the last object grasped, mismatches occur and the grasped objects are lost. In the second scenario, because we cannot distinguish between an occluded object and a grasped object, we cannot identify the accurate time at which the chef grasped the object. This scenario also leads to mismatching.
Therefore, we need to consider not only the grasped order, but also the appearance of the objects. As mentioned above, a cutting operation may change the appearance of an object. To address this problem, we introduce our second criterion for matching objects, namely the "validity of appearance change." We prepare a model of appearance change for each food material as a pair of appearances before and after a cutting operation. We evaluate the likelihood of matching an object to the grasped candidates not only by its similarity in appearance, but also the validity of the change in the appearance on the basis of the model. Since the system knows beforehand the food materials are used, the changes observed in the preparation process have only a few variations. The validity of appearance change is expected to be a strong constraint for matching objects.
To implement our "grasped order" and "validity of appearance change" ideas, we developed the system shown in Fig.2 . The system matches objects whenever the object detection module detects a released object. We refer to a released object as matching query q and a set of grasped objects as matching candidates C in the matching module. C is arranged in the aforementioned grasped order. The ith element in C is referred to as c i and c 0 is the one grasped most recently. At each detection of q, we search for a most likely matching candidateĉ as follows:
L is a likelihood function defined as
where x ci and x q are the appearance features of c i and q, respectively: S is a similarity function: and Θ match is a threshold to stop the candidate search. We evaluate the similarity S(x ci , x q ) from i = 0 and stop the search when it reaches to Θ match . We conclude that q has been brought in from outside of the observed area when no grasped object c satisfies L(c, q) ≥ Θ match . For example, an object placed on the tabletop must first be obtained from a nearby cabinet or other such unobserved areas.
To describe the appearance of food material x, we use a color histogram with six bins corresponding to white, black, red, yellow, brown, and green. These six colors were selected because these are the dominant colors found in the food materials. We found that a histogram with more finely segmented bins does not improve the matching precision, but instead generates noisy histogram shapes, especially when the object is small.
We world like the similarity function S is desired to be high, even if a cutting operation changes the appearance of the object. To realize such function S, we use our model of changing appearance M. M ∈ M contains two representative appearances m bef and m aft . m bef (m aft ) represents the appearance of a food material before(after) a cutting operation. We adopt the six-color histograms mentioned above again for the description of m. If x c is similar to m bef and also x q is similar to m aft , we conclude that the appearance change from x c to x q is validated on the basis of model M .
Our similarity function S is defined by the maximum of a similarity functions S ins and S mod . S ins directly compares x c and x q , whereas S mod is based on the validity measure supported by M.
where D is a distance function. We adopt the intersection of the two histograms [9] as D by preliminary experimentation.
To compare S ins and S mod in the same scale, D(x c , x q ) is doubled in S ins . An exponential function is introduced to normalize S in the range (0,1]. We empirically set Θ match to 0.548, which is the value obtained when D(x, m) = 0.3.
B. Object Detection Module
The purpose of the object detection module is to detect both grasped objects (which form candidate set C) and released object q from image sequences. Grasping and releasing an object are observed and detected as follows. When an object has been grasped, the chef's body covers the region where the object was placed. Or, with low frame rate, the object simply disappears. Similarly, when an object has been released, the object reappears on the table.
To detect these changes, we implemented the following image processing algorithm, also shown in Fig.2 . Note that we use alphabet indices in the text below that correspond to those of Fig.2 . Let I t be the tth frame in an image sequence. The first process we apply is background subtraction (a). With our implementation, a background image B +obj t is provided at every frame by a patch-based dynamic background model P t shown in Fig.3 . B +obj t includes the objects on the table in frame t − 1. The model P t is updated whenever objects are disappeared or reappeared.
As a result of the background subtraction process, we obtain foreground regions in frame I t . We refer to them as R t , which includes three specific types of regions: (1) o directly corresponds to a released object. Thus such regions are immediately sent as query q to the matching module. The other two types of regions are used to detect the grasped objects(e and f in Fig.2 ).
Human region r h is used to detect newly hidden or occluded objects in the tth frame. A hidden object might be touched under the occlusion or left in its original position. We cannot know whether it has been touched or not during the occlusion: however, waiting the end of the occlusion is undesirable for an online application. Therefore, we send the hidden object as a matching candidate c to the matching module when the occlusion starts (e). But we check whether the object still remains in its original position at the end of the occlusion. If the object has not been touched, c is removed from set C.
With this implementation, there is a time lag from when c is registered in C to when c is removed from C. This time lag might cause false matches of q and untouched object c. To fix such false matches, we recalculate Eq. (1) with modified set C when untouched object c has been matched to query q.
A ghost region r g is generally detected as a false positive error of the background subtraction process [10] . When an object is removed, the region behind it is newly observed. This is called a "ghost" in the context of background subtraction and is typically treated as noise. We use this ghost to detect a touched object. If an object has recently been observed at the same location as that of the ghost region r g , we may conclude that the object was grasped and removed from that location.
When ghost region r g is detected, we can assume that the removed object was at r g . The dynamic background model P t is used to obtain the removed object at r g . P t is a set of object patches on the table in the tth frame.An object patch p ∈ P t holds all pixel values in the object region, as well as its location within the full image. A background image B +obj t is generated by overlapping all objects p ∈ P t to the base background image B, where B is a static image of an empty tabletop. P t is updated from P t−1 by adding R and removing patches P g t , which corresponds to the object that has just been removed.
Referring back to Fig.2 , our implementation of each subprocess in the object detection module is described below. a) Segment foreground regions: By subtracting B +obj t from I t , we obtain the three types of the foreground regions. Furthermore, we use a subtraction method based on normalized RGB in order to remove cast shadows. b) Detect human regions: In our observational environment, a human region always crosses the border of the table. Therefore, we simply judge a region r ∈ R t as an element of R h t iff r intersects the border line, as shown in Fig. 4 . c) Detect ghost regions, and corresponding removed patches: We judge a region r as an element of R g t iff there is a corresponding patch p ∈ P t . To obtain the corresponding pair {r, p}, we use the similarity function S shape , defined as
where r contour and p contour are the contour regions of r and c, respectively, and #(·) counts the pixels in a region. Region r corresponds to p iff S shape exceeds a threshold Θ shape . We empirically set Θ shape to 0.2. P g t is given as {p|p ∈ P, S shape (p, r) > Θ shape for ∃ r ∈ R t }.
d) Detect regions of released objects: From the result of (b) and (c),
where A is the complementary set of A. e) Detect grasped objects: An object is considered to be grasped when it has been hidden or removed. A hidden object is detected by finding the patches overlaid by r h ∈ R h t . This is done via the similarity function S locate , defined as
Patch p is overlaid by r h iff S locate exceeds the threshold Θ locate . We empirically set Θ locate to 0.9. We refer to the hidden object patches as P h t . A removed object is detected as P h t−1 ∩ P g t . f) Detect untouched objects: The objects hidden in the (t − 1)th frame that have not been touched are given by
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
We experimentally evaluated our method first by applying it to three image sequences that show cutting operations Table I  CHANGE MODELS USED IN THE at the tabletop area. Second, we apply two comparative algorithms to the same sequences. The first comparative algorithm, Method A, always matches c 0 to q whenever q is detected. We compare Method A with our proposed method to verify that the likelihood function L(q, c) defined in Eq.(2) contributes to our solution. The second comparative algorithm, Method B, does not use S mod for the calculation of similarity between c i and q. We use this method to verify that our new similarity measure S mod works.
Two of the three image sequences involved cutting operations performed on a pumpkin, an eggplant, a potato, and a carrot. The third image sequence showed cutting operations on a pumpkin and an eggplant. Table I summarizes the color components of M. Note that carrots do not change their appearance and are, therefore, not listed in Table I. For simulating an online application, the frame rate was set to 2.5 fps and the resolution was set to 256×192. Such a low frame rate and resolution should pose no problems to our approach, because our method does not rely on the spatio-temporal continuity. Fig.5 shows accuracy rates for Method A, Method B and our proposed method. Comparative view of these three methods are given in Fig.6 . Through the three observations, 61 queries are sent to the matching module. As a result, 51 queries (83.6%) are correctly matched by our proposed method, whereas 39 queries (63.9%) are correctly matched by Method A and 37 queries (60.7%) by Method B.
Method A was able to match over half of the queries correctly despite its simplicity: however, it is triggered a burst error every time the grasped order was disturbed. Method B failed every time a cutting operation was performed. These types of failures rarely happened with our proposed method.
Focusing on our proposed method, a failure occurred in detecting the eggplant at frame #1409. This failure occurred because a cast shadow shifted the white color inside of the eggplant to brown or green. Other matching failures occurred when a chef cut eggplants. As noted in Table I , eggplants have a histogram of 0.5 white and 0.5 black: however, only white pixels were observed when the eggplants slices were placed on the cutting board. In other words, only the cut surface faced the camera. The eggplant skin regions are observed only after the chef collected the pieces and moved them together in a tray. These pieces are correctly matched to an eggplant in the past sequence.
V. RELATED WORKS
In our research, we encountered a number of tracking methods [1] , [11] . The most representative approaches are particle filters and Kalman filters. Both methods assume the spatio-temporal continuity of the target object region in an observation, or the conservation of its motional state during occlusion. These methods do not work well when we want to track objects moved by hand.
To track the handheld objects, marker-based approaches have been proposed in the field of augmented reality. Zauner et al. [12] attached markers for ARToolKit to target objects. A marker-based approach is generally more robust than marker-less approaches: however, to continue tracking after a cutting operation, all pieces need to hold more than one marker. Because we do not know how the object will be cut, it is impossible to attach markers to all of the resultant pieces before it has been cut. For the same reason, any other markers or tags are not available to our problem.
A marker-less approach is proposed by Kim et al. [13] in the context of document tracking on a desk. A camera observes the desktop, and documents are detected and identified by matching their SIFT features with images in a database. This system identifies objects relying only on the constancy of their appearance, and therefore, does not work when two or more objects on the table have a similar appearance, or when the appearances of the objects are changed by a cutting operation. In our proposed method, recording the grasped order helps to track objects with similar appearances, and a new similarity function S mod addresses changes in appearance.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel method to track food materials throughout the food preparation process. The food materials are hidden when moved. A hand-sized object can be hidden completely in a chef's hand, which disturbs the spatio-temporal continuity of the target observation. Furthermore, the materials may change their appearance due to a cutting operation. The similarity in appearance cannot identify the objects in such cases. To overcome these problems, we introduced two novel criteria: the grasped order and the validity of appearance change.
We applied our proposed method to three image sequences of food preparation. Through these observations, 10 materi- In subsequent image frames, object regions are assigned the same numeric ID when they are judged to be the same object.
als are cut and/or peeled. As a result, 61 touches occurred, with 51 touches (83.6%) correctly matching an after image to its original "before" image. Unfortunately, our method fails to track objects when two or more similar objects have touched consecutively before being released. In this case, we need to introduce more sophisticated information beyond that of the grasped order. This is the focus of our future work.
